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Seismic interpretation, potential overthrust geology and mineral deposits in the Kennetcook Basin, Nova Scotia 
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The occurrence of thrust/reverse faults with a range of 
magnitudes and associations has been reported at various locali
ties in Carboniferous basins, including the Kennetcook Basin 
adjacent to the Cobequid-Chedabucto Fault System (CCFS) and 
the Triassic Rift. Although the inferred relationship between 
tectonics and metallogenesis in the basins is controversial, it 
would be important both for the genesis of mineral deposits and 
their subsequent disruption. The structural geology of the Ken
netcook Basin is complex and appears to be compatible with 
restraining-convergence tectonics on subsidiary faults related to 
dextral east-west strike slip motion on the CCFS. Superposition 
of the Triassic Rift in a later ex tensional environment has further 
complicated the interpretation of the structural history. 

Evidence for overthrusting has been previously restricted to 
small scale thrust fault occurrences (tens of metres) reported near 
the western extremity of the basin. Reflection seismic survey 

lines across the basin near Kennetcook and Noel by Soquip et al., 
together with deep and shallow exploration drillholes, permit the 
definition of the gross basin configuration. Interpretation oflarge 
scale features of the seismic lines indicates that the southeast 
border of the basin is a major high-angle fault (2300 m dip-slip) 
and that the north border appears to be a southward overthrust of 
deformed Horton Group and basal Windsor Group (together with 
numerous mineral occurrences). The concept that post-minerali
zation overthrusting along the northwest border of the basin 
(Walton Belt) may have concealed significant Cu-Pb-Zn-Ag-Ba 
deposits is intriguing. Exploration strategies and techniques in 
this environment would necessarily be indirect, innovative and 
expensive (including high resolution seismic surveys). Depth, 
exploration expense and historical mining problems are obvious 
major challenges. 
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